
Please tell us why you are interested with People's 

Republic of China 

other: I am interested in taking my master degree in China 

 

Please share in 300 characters maximum: Why are you 

interested in the aspect you have chosen above? 

 

Following my intention to pursue MBA degree in China, I am looking 

for student exchange students opportunitiesy to immerse myself 

with aneverything related with about Chinathis country. ButYet, 

2015 is my final year of at Bachelorstudy,  thus and final paper I 

want to need to be finished my final paper as soon as possibleright 

away. So, instead of being a full-time exchange student, this 

shorter exchange opportunity program is seems to be the bestmore 

suitable. 

 

Catatan : Hem, atau harus aku jelasin mengenai kenapa aku 

tertarik untuk ambil master degree di Cina ya? Ini alternatif nya deh 

ya. 

 

Following my intention to pursue MBA degree in China, I am looking 

for exchange students opportunity to immerse myself with 

everything about China. I think China is the right place to study 

about business, definitely because business environment in China is 

growing better and more competitive. 

 

Ini sih Kak ada yang lain lagi hehe, versi lain aja. Soalnya selain 

aku planning mau MBA di China especially Beijing, aku juga suka 

belajar bahasa. Suka pake banget. 
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Comment [NN1]: Hi Ita, 
 
Thanks for sharing this with me. Happy to 
hear your intention in pursuing MBA in 
China! Please find my reviews below and 
throughout the essays.  
 
Looking forward to next round of update. 
Good luck! 

Comment [NN2]: Overall good content, 
but seems a bit less formal. Food for 
thought: Please try to concisely answer 
WHY taking MBA, WHY in China, and WHY 
now.  

Comment [NN3]: MBA nowadays is 
sometimes considered too general and too 
wide in aspects. Do you already have in 
mind, any specific concentration within the 
MBA program that you want (e.g. social 
entrepreneurship, sustainable business, 
etc.)? 
 
Elaborating which business school that you 
are targeting might be a good info for them? 
 

Comment [NN4]: These are too open-
ended and could be interpreted in many 
ways. Please specify “growth” and 
“competitive”, its relativity, etc. 
 
As you only have 300 characters, explaining 
this may be more important than what you 
wrote above. 



Being a polyglot is one of my life goals. I have been learninged 

Japanese, Arabic, Korean, and English thus far, and is. Nnow I am 

taking Chinese conversation class of Chinese Language. I am going 

hope to use this exchange opportunity to go beyond not only 

practiceing language, but also immerseing myself with Chinese 

culture. (Duh lebay nggak Kak? Aku emang pernah belajar 

Japanese, Arabic, dan Korean sih, jadi cuma bisa basic aja hiks) 

 

Please share in 300 characters maximum: What can you 

contribute, either culturally (e.g. dance, sing) or skill-

wise (e.g. photography, public speaking), to the 

program? 

 

Not only Besides performing traditional dance, I also can also 

explain the story behind  itthe dance. I am confidence to sing 

traditsional songs like such as Manuk Dadali. I also have 

experiences ion public speaking as I have been acted as 

moderators for in campus events, plus I also have been won 

Japanese speaking contest in Japanese language. 

 

Please share link to documentation of your chosen 

contribution (e.g. Youtube video link, Facebook Album, 

etc) 

Video Tari Zapin 

Sertifikat Moderator 

Sertifikat Menang Supichi Kontesuto 

Foto di IYG 

(cari foto-foto yang lain) 

 

 

 

Comment [NN5]: If you’re concerned 
whether mentioning those languages are 
exaggerating or irrelevant, just replace it 
with “4 widely-used languages”. 

Comment [NN6]: Basically everyone can 
put problem-solving and analysis as two of 
their skills, though it will extremely varied 
for each person. But why not explain these a 
bit? 
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Please share in 300 characters maximum: The most 

interesting experiences / achievement in your life that 

is relevant to the program 

It was the 4th NIDA Summer Camp on Sufficient Economy for Sustainable 

Development in Thailand, June 2015 is the best. Partcipants which was participated 

by awere selected students from 21 countries. Besides focusing on classes about 

economy, together with Indonesian delegates, I performed a traditional dance 

together with Indonesian delegates. My Russian roommate is Russian was , that’s a 

greatnice person as, everyday I am triedying to mingle with everyone, even I learning 

some greetings in their language. (Kurang mind-blowing nggak si Kak di bagian ini? 

Hehe, gue kurang bisa berdiksi puitis gitu kalo in English) 

 

Please share in 300 characters maximum: Should you be 

chosen, how would the experience help you and others 

in the future? 

 

Since February 2015, I am have been taking Chinese lLanguage 

classes. So, besides practicing the language, I will get gain more 

knowledge by immersing myself within Chinese people. More than 

being as a networking opportunity with Chinese new friends, I plan 

to will persuade and shareing about great wisdom of China after 

completing this program. 
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Comment [NN7]: Why don’t you try 
writing in Indonesian first and then slowly 
but surely convert it to English? Might 
sounds better. 
 
But I agree with the mind-blowing part. Can 
you please tell more about the knowledge-
wise benefits you gained from NIDA 
Summer Camp? Talk more about the 
Sufficiency Economy, Sustainable 
Development, Environmental Park, and/or 
cultural sites like Grand Palace, Museums, 
and so on.  

Comment [NN8]: Good reason, but the 
idea is similar with what you already wrote 
in the essays above. 
 
How about writing more about your benefit 
expectations, follow-up activities you want 
to do after the program (such as sharing 
Chinese wisdom, but to who and how?), 
 
Most importantly, why these are important 
for your career/study? (preferably in the 
long run) 


